Surveys 1: Beating the Bounds
. What we would like your group to do is to circumnavigate one of Upper
Seagry or Lower Seagry,
o The results will show the relationship between each settlement and its
landscape.
o And those results might tell you about where (or where not), or how (or how
not) to add some development.

As you are out and about, try to record things such as:

o How does our settlement'sit' in (or on) its landscape?
o llUhere can you see it from? ... and not see it from?
* How is it approached?
e When and where do we start to see it?
You will need transport and a camera/smartphone; we'll provide some pens
and pencils, an area map or two and a clipboard.

The task:

+
.a

+
+

+

Plan out some routes before you set off to take you out along roads to
points where you €n no longer see the settlement. (fhrs is easy for Upper
Seagry - just 4 roads. Lower Seagry is a bit more awkward, sa chat to us
about what to do.)
Drive off in whichever direction you choose first, turn around and approach
slowly until you can see 'something' of the settlement.
Stop, take a photograph or two of what you see 'looking in', mark the
location of the photos on your map and add some notes about what you
see (glimpses of buildings, just roofs, hedges and walls, occasional higher
landmarks ... . almost nothing).
Then move on to each other road and do the same.
lf you know of public footpaths that would give you a different view (and
there is time) walk one or two of those and do the same task.
When you retum to the hall, we will help yau to
summarise all your resulfs.

Surveys 2: What Shape is Your Place?
o What we would like your group to do is to look at and note key features of

.

the shape, or pattern of Lower Seagry or Upper Seagry.
The results will show features that could valuably be incorporated into any
new developments to make sure that they fit with and complement the local
character.

As you are out and about, try to record things such as:

- Are the roads straight or winding?
,+ Are the buildings right up to the roads or set back, end on or side on?
* Are plot boundaries hedges, walls, fences, high, low, none etc. and
can you see the properties?
+ Are there features such as verges or pathslpavements along the
roads, and any notable landmarks?
e Are there points along the roads where there are views out to the
landscape?
You will need a ameralsmartphone; we'll provide some pens and pencils, an
area map or two and a clipboard . (Those doing Lower Seagry will need a car
to get there and please chat fo us befare yau go about what area to include.)

The task:

,+ Walk along making notes as you

r)

+
c)

go.
Take photos to illustrate the main points and certainly to show any key
views out (not all views out, just ones you think are really important)Mark the location and direction of each photo on the map and make some
notes about what you are looking at.
lf you know of public footpaths that take you to more parts of the
settlement, have a look along them as well (time permitting).
When you return to the hall, we will hetp you to
summarise all your resuffs.

Surveys 3: Repetition or Diversaty?
.
.
.

This is about the different buildings in Upper and Lower Seagry. Are they
all, or nearly all, of a kind (like a chocolate box Cotswold village) or
wonderfully varied with few, if any, common features? And it does not
matter whichl
What we would like your group to do is to look at and note some of the
characteristics and features of the houses and other buildings.
The results will show aspects that could valuably be used to encourage
designs for new buildings that fit with and complement the local character.

As you are out and about, try to record things for houses (and their garages
etc.) such as:

rr What age do you guess them to be?

. What heights and general shapes, terraced, detached, semi?
+ lffhat materials for roofs, walls, windows, doors etc.?
* Any interesting or common features (porches, chimneys, letterboxes,
signs, aerials etc.)?

You will need a camera/smartphone; we'll provide some pens and pencils, an
area map or two and a clipboard. (Those doing Lower Seagry will need a car
to get there and please chat to us before you go about what area to include.)

The task:

+ Walk along making notes as you go, but don't try to record every house.
+
+
.+

That would take ages, so look for things that are typical or distinctive.
Take photos to illustrate the main points.
Mad< the location and direction of each photo on the map and make some
notes about what you are looking at.
For other types of building - pub, school, church etc. - just note them on
the map, take a photo or two (note where from) and scribble any brief
notes.
When you retum to the hall, we will help you to
summarise all your resulfs.

